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Installation Request
1. The engineer shall go to hospital as requested time.

2. Before go to the hospital, Please contact with the customer with following things:
A. Ask them to prepare the reagents which they want to test in future, including the controls
and calibrators. It’s better come from the same supplier to make sure the fit problem.
B. The distilled water source, if they buy the distilled water or using the water machine.
C. PC requirement: At least 1 COM port, WIN XP, WIN 7 both ok, Office software.
D. Printer.
E. If there’s reliable grounding performance, if without grounding, it will effect the instrument
sensitivity.
G. Temperature: 10-30 degrees is better, air-conditioner is better.
H. It’s better to have UPS no less than 2000VA, to avoid un-noticed power stop.

3: The engineer shall let company know when arrived at hospital, and know the situation abt
the hospital and the laboratory.
Including the connections of seller and hospital & laboratory.

The inner relations of hospital officers, workers.
The personality of lab director, his position in hospital, the relation to the lab workers.

Note: If any problem or un-confirmed things, please report the company.

4：After arrived, please check if they do enough preparation.

5：Open the instrument case, to see if any damage to the instrument., if the spare list is ok.

6：Instrument check before installation
# Check if all the mechanical parts fixed well, if any loose during shipment, it’s better to fix again.
# Check if the tube route is connected well, if any loose during shipment, it’s better to fix again.
# Check if the wire route is connected well, if any loose during shipment, it’s better to fix again.
# Check if the lamp and fiber fixed well.
# Instrument grounding well.
# Combine the PC & printer, put the software in a fixed place in PC. Connecte the PC & instrument

with RS 232 wire, put the cuvette in the instrument, then turn on the instrument, observer if
the initialization is ok, if the power supply is ok, lamp is ok, light base is ok.

# check the software, to read the config from instrument to see if correct, if not correct, please
change it, and send to the instrument, and read again. If ok, then backup the config.
# Check all the moving part is ok in “parts test”
# Check if the cooling OK, the reaction tray heat is ok.
# check all the moving parts position is ok in ADJUSTMENT part.
# Connect all the IN/OUT tubes, click initialization to see if the needle water is ok.
# Click wash & blank to see if the washing unit dispense well.

7. Daily maintenance explanation：
#：Explain the whole structures, working principle, parts function.
#：Explain how to change the lamp, how to test the input voltage, how to adjust the AD value,
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base value, how to read the AD value, how to save “0”.
#：Explain how to change the tubes.
#：Explain how to change the pump
#：Explain how to change the syringe
#：Explain how to adjust the liquid sensitivity, how to change the liquid sensor board
#：Explain how to change the needle.
#：Explain how to adjust the mechanical parts.
#：Explain how to check if the needle blocks, how to dredge the needle.
#：Explain the daily maintenance.

---keep the instrument surface tidy..
---Use alcohol to clean the needle tip, Don’t block the needle or leave things on the needle

surface.
---Don’t touch the role of arm, if dirty please use paper to clean it. You can oiled the role if

find rusty.
---Please clean the water inside of the reagent tray after turn off the cooling system..

#：Explain how to change the cuvette.
#：Explain how to put the reagent bottle & sample cup
#：Explain how to recovery the data
#：Explain how to upload the firmware for upgrade.

8：Double-check：
#：Double check the “ADJUSTMENT”，
#：Double check the input voltage for each wavelength, A/D value, base value, read the A/D

value , save “0”, test if the base is ok.
#：Double check the water route
…..---Needle dispense OK

…. ---Washing arm dispense and dry OK
---When add the water, the water back of the tube is ok.
---After wash, the cuvette is clean.

#：Double check “ Item parameter” OK.
#：Double check the heat of reaction tray is ok.
#： Same sample same item repeat for 3-5 times. During running test, please observer if

everything works well. Machanical parts ok? Needle dispense ok? Washing unit ok? It’s
better to write down all the wrong things, then adjust after finish the test.)
Check if the results repeat ok, reaction curve ok.

#：If everything well, please save and backup the Config.
#：Fix the instrument position, ask them not to move randomly.

9：Software explanation
#：Copy the daily operation list to the operator, ask them to run the instrument according to it.
#：Software function

Sample test
Order How to order single sample or a batch,

how to revise the order.
repeat How to repeat the sample
Test The alarm flag
Report How to printout, how to read the report

Item Parameter
Item parameter password It’s better to no change the password
Item parameter setting Password as 00000000
Special test How to set, revise, delete
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Special test
Calibration & QC How to set, revise, delete
Item parameter How to set, revise, delete
Wash & blank How to use this function
ABS test Not used by user

DATA
Test result How to inquiry
QC result How to inquiry the QC result, how to

print
Curve How to analysis the reaction curve is ok,

how to distinguish the high conc.
Samples.

Data maintenance How to set, revise

Maintenance
Initialization
Part test Check each part
Adjustment Password:666666

User
Add user Don’t delete user”1000”
Change password After change, please remember forever
Logout

Help NO
Quit Shutoff the software

#：Show them how to add/delete the user and change the password, ask them to operate by
self.

#：show them how to set the item parameter, ask them to do self.
#：show them how to set the reagent position in the reagent infos, and how put the reagent in the

tray according to the reagent information.
#：show them how to set the QC & CAL parameter, ask them to self.
#：Show them how to set the special test,
#：show them how to set the hospital information in data maintenance.
10： Run Calibration by engineer firstly to see if everything works well. During running test,

please observer if everything works well. Mechanical parts ok? Needle dispense ok?
Washing unit ok? It’s better to write down all the wrong things, then adjust after finish the
test.) Check if the calibration curve is normal, the factor is ok?
If the calibration is ok, run 3 times controls, During running test, please observer if
everything works well. Mechanical parts ok? Needle dispense ok? Washing unit ok? It’s
better to write down all the wrong things, then adjust after finish the test.) Check if the
QC curve is normal, the repeat is ok, see if can meat with the target. If out of the target,
please revise the calibration factor, then re-run the controls, to see if the factor is ok. Then
take 3 fresh samples to run sample test, to see if ok.

11：Operation explanation
----Run the fresh samples normally, remind them during operation.
----Ask them run the sample by self till they familiar with it.

12：Final work
----Confirm the mechanical part again.
----Check if any tube/syringe/pump leak inside the instrument.
----Backup the software which hospital using, change the file name as hospital name and date,

it’s good for check when hospital has problem.
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----Fill the installation report, confirm by the hospital.
----Inform the company the installation end.
----Say goodbye to the laboratory people.
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Installation &Adjustment

1. Copy the software from CD to the PC. Make sure that the computer not connects to internet, stop
the virus enters.
2. Connect the instrument and PC by RS232 wire.
3. Turn on the instrument, it will do initialization automatically.
MAKE SURE THE MACHINE ALREADY HAS GOOD GROUND CONNECTION. OTHERWISE IT
WILL EFFECT THE SENSITIVITY OF SAMPLE/REAGENT ASPIRATION.
4.Open the COM file in the software, and change the COM port as you connect with RS232.

5. Open the software with USER NAME(1000) and Password(1000).
A. Adjustment---password: 666666---config
B. Get parameters, shall be the values in the above picture.

C. Backup to save all the parameters in the sw.
D. If not the correct parameters you get , you need change the parameters, plz change the value directly,

and click send parameters. Then Backup again.
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E. Explanation for the values.
a) 340 position----you face to the instrument, the first light of the reaction tray(count from the right side) is

340nm position. You can count the cuvette NO. to see if correct.
b) Singe cycle shall be around 22seconds
c) Double cycles shall be around 26-30 seconds.
d) If you find overflow during washing, you can change the inject time during 30-50. Or you can increase

the pumping time to 160-180.
6. After you backup the config, You can close the software and open again to check the config if can
get the changed parameter successfully.
7. Go to the Adjustment part, check the mechanical parts is ok or not.

ArmAdjustment

Part Original Cuvette Sample cup Reagent tray

Sample needle Centre of washing hole Centre of No.1 Centre of No.1 Centre of No.1,29
Washing Reaction center Any

1. Reagent Arm
Horizontal:
Place1: NONE USE
Place 2: NO. 1 reagent position
Place 3: NO.1 Cuvette
Place 4: No. 1 sample position
Place 5: NO.25reagent position
Vertical:
Place 1: washing hole place (keep the needle tip in the same level as the inside cycle
of washing position)
Place 2: No. 1 reagent position, (there’s 5mm between the needle tip and the
bottle bottom)
Place 3: the depth of No.1 cuvette (the same level of needle tip and cuvette top)
Place 4: the depth of No. 1 sample position (there’s 5mm between the needle tip and
the bottle bottom)
Place 5: the depth of NO. 25reagent position (there’s 5mm between the needle tip and
the sample cup bottom)

2. Sample tray
If the needle not go to the No.1 sample position when adjust it, you can adjust the
sample tray to make it go the correct position.

3. Washing Arm
Place 1—the tip to the bottom
Place 2—the needle keep same level as the cuvette top then add 8 times of 10 steps.
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Parts Testing----A/D Reading

1. Take away the cuvettes which go through the Light
2. Click A/D No.1 To get the value for 8 wavelengths, the value is around 50000 then

ok. Then click No.2 “setting 0” and No.3 “save 0”.

The buttons in the red circle is used for 1020 instrument adjustment.
If you need double height for reagent bottle, then you need to make sure that the height
type (1 or 2 ) is the same as your setting.
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And you can find the height in here:
Special test-----Reagent status----

Because you’re the first time to use it, I suggest you only use Height 1 for your
convenient.
And also please make sure the reagents you put in the reagent tray positions are
exactly as your set in the reagent status part.
Like you go to “Reagent Status”—You set No.1 as item ALT---then you shall put ALT
bottle in the position 1.
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Parameter setting requirement

Password: 00000000 (eight times of 0)

If you want to add new units for your item, you shall go to the following page before you
set the item parameter:
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DATAMaintanance

You can add the units here, then you will get new units on the item parameter page.
If you have calculated item, you shall go to this page, add the formula here:
Specific Parameter---Cacluated item---add/edit

The Input item used for if you have other test item in other different machine, and you
want to print with the biochemistry items, then you can add here.
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Item Parameter setting:
Sample volume, R1 volume, R2 Volume, you need to zoom in or out the given value in
the reagent instructions by the same proportion.

Single Reagent: R1=300ul (range is 250-350), R2=0ul. The sample volume zooms in or out the
given value by the same proportion.

Double reagent: R1+R2=300ul (range is 250-350), The sample volume zooms in or out the given
value by the same proportion.

A. Main wavelength, method, the number of decimal places, unit, the normal range,
you can set as the given value in the reagent instruction.

B. Sub wavelength is 0, the min Abs is 0, the max Abs is 3, and the correct is “A for 1,
B for 0”.

C. How to set the reading point?
Method Main

(start—end)
Sub

(start—end)

Endpoint Single reagent 35-36 0-0
Double reagent 35-36 10-10

Rate Single reagent 8-16 0-0
Double reagent 22-30 0-0

Fixed Single reagent 6-10 0-0
Double reagent 20-25 0-0

NOTE: After you set all the parameters, you need to click “reagent status” to set

or change the reagent position on the reagent tray.

D. Blood requirement
a. Use sample cup: Venous blood, fully centrifugation (no clots and fiber), get
600ul to the sample cup, no bubble.

b. If there’s hemolytic or chylous after centrifugation, it will effect the results,
please make notes when print report.

E. QC & Calibration requirement.
a. The QC & calibration shall supporting the reagent, you can’t use the un-suitable

QC or Cal.
b. If the QC is powder, please dissolve or storage strictly according to the

instruction.

G. Water Requirement: Distill water or De-ionized water, and clean up the barrel daily.

H. Please change the lamp and cuvettes for every 6 months to keep the good results
of testing.

I．Check the tubes inside the instrument every 3 months, if become yellow or black,
you’d better to clean it or change it.
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How to Calibration?

1. Open Software---“parameter”-----“Calibration parameter”, then show:

2. Plz set the parameters according to your calibration specification.
A. If you have Conc Value on the specification, Plz choose the Item, then click “Edit”(step

1)----------if you want to choose the calibration type (one point, two point, or else, you can
change here, then click the forma value(step 2)---------- the value will be repeat in the blank,
you can revise here, then click “ change”( step 3)------click “ok” to save (step 4)

B. If you have no standard calibration, you can choose the “Factor” in calibration type. Then do
QC firstly, when you get the factor, then you can revise the factor when back to this page.

Explanation: “Repeat counts”---how many times you want to do cal?
“Stand counts”----this item only can be revised when you choose “multiple cal”.
“Current date”----you need to choose the closest date from the date list, after you

finish calibration, you will get the new date for this time.
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3. Go to “special test”----“calibration order”--- then show following:

You can choose the item to the left, the click close.
And also you can set the calibration parameter from this page.

4. Routine Operation-----testing----Start---then calibration beginning.
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How to QC?

1. Parameter-------QC parameter---following:

2.You can run QC together with patients sample or run alone.

Routine operation----sample order----following:

3. Routine Operation-----testing----Start---then QC beginning. (Same as

sample testing)
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Daily working Procedure

2. Preparation Before Power on

A- Check if the waste barrel is empty, the distill water barrel is full. (NOTE: Keep the
two inlet tubes lower than the height of instrument.)

B- Get the reagent tray from the Refrigerator, open the reagent bottle to check if
there’s enough reagent. Put the reagent tray into the instrument, and tighten the
screws, Check the reagent bottles are placed well. ( If the reagent bottles is not into
the bottom of the tray, or it’s not in the right position, the needle will be crashed)

C- Turn on the switch of instrument---- Start to initialization, after that, turn on the

computer, login the software, click the to check the warming situation of
instrument.

(Note: Blue for instrument, yellow for cooling reagent tray).

When the temperature reach at 37 degrees, keep stable for 10 mins, then close this

page.

3. Sample testing

A. Routine operation--sample order---click ”add”--in default, everyday the Sample No.
& Cup No. will start from 1, then we can input the test item which the patients needs
to be tested, as following:
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---single item input: choose from “item list”, click then show it on “test item”

---Profile items input: choose from “profile order”, click, then show all in “test item”

---Delete item: choose from “ test item”, click ←, then delete.

After you finish the item choose, then click “OK”, it means you already ordered the
items for one sample. You can repeat the steps for other samples.

If there’s wrong input, you can choose the sample No. from “ No test”, click “edit” to
delete or increase the items, then click “ok”.

----Profile: You can do the same items for all the samples when click “Profile”.

After you checking everything is ok, put the sample cup to the right position on the
sample tray, close this page.

B. Click “testing”, then “start”, then ”yes”, instrument start to run the testing.

(Note: The software will show every step, before no showing “test end”, You can’t
click “pause” “stop” or close the page, otherwise, it will ends work)

C. When the instrument is on testing, you can click ; meantime, you can input
the information of patients one by one. After finish just close this page, all the
information will be saved automatically.

D. How to add samples or STAT during testing? You can click “sample order’, add the
samples, the same way as List A.

Note: You need put the sample cup in the right position before you order a new

sample in software. If it’s STAT, you need to click .

E. How to re-test sample during testing?
After the result of the sample which needs to be re-test, click “repeat order”, choose the

sample No. from “order list”, click “edit”, then , choose the repeat items,
click, then confirm.

F. When the software shows “TEST END”, then finish, you can close this page.

4. Power off Preparation:

1. Close the software
2. close PC
3. put all the caps of reagent bottle
4. if you want to keep the reagent on the refrigerator, please take the tray away be

carefully
5. throw the sample cup with daily procedure
6. Close the cover of instrument, after 20 mins, you can power off the instrument.
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Precautions

1. How to deal with the suddenly power off during testing?
Power off the instrument, move the sample arm/reagent arm/mixer arm to the
washing position, You can power on the instrument after the electricity recovery.
After initialization, open PC and software, click “special test”---“washing and
blank”---“clean”, then start to wash the cuvettes, it may needs 10 mins.
After finish, close this page, and repeat the samples.

2. If the needle blocked, how to deal with?
Turn off the instrument, use an tiny needle to go through the needle (from the
bottom of needle), after that, turn on the instrument, after initialization, the sample
arm will go up, then move left & right, then go down, at that point, you need to
move up the sample arm by hand, to see if the water comes out like a straight line,
that means OK.

3. Keep all the arms are on the washing position before turn on the instrument. If not,
you need to move the arm to the washing position by hand, then you can turn on

the instrument.

4. If you using the cooling function of reagent tray, you need to clean up the cooling
water in the reagent tray after you remove the reagent disk.

5. You can use the software when the instrument is turn off, and you can input or

output the items.

6. How to set the reagent parameters?

----Click “Item parameters”, password: 00000000(eight times “0”)
----If you need to add new item, click “add”, after you finish, click “ok” to save.
----If you want to change the parameter, please choose the item, then click “edit”,
click ”Ok” to save when finish.
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Light Base Adjust Method

Note: Before you do this step, plz make sure one Interdental gap of reaction already be blocked by
paper.
1. Make sure you already link the RS232 between instrument and PC, and already power on.
2. Open the software, Click “service and adjust”---“adjustment”(password:666666),------base

adjust
3. click “get base”—after reading, it will show the value. Click “+” or “-“ to make sure it equal to 20,

then click” adjust”, then you get the new base value, and find the base chart, as following.

Adjust the Optocoupler of reaction tray.

If Vertical lines are somewhat wave front of the flat peak, you can adjust the optocoupler

to the back a little with the rotation way of reaction tray. If opposite, you can adjust

the opposite way) Until the vertical line is in the middle of flat line of waving lines.

The best position like following:

Vertical Line

Waving line
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4. Plz test the other wavelength, to make sure all the base are in the middle like the above.

The flat line of waving line.
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How to read the address code?

1. Adjustment---Password: 666666(six times of 6)

2. double click the blue area around config button

3. ---input the address you want to inquiry.

Address Data Explanation

160 2 Adjust for Reaction tray(range:0-5)

168 50 The water adding time for washing arm, the water dispense time is

70, then the date for “168” is “50”

172 0 172=0, 173=1, with crash protection function

173 1 172=0,173=0, no crash protection function

174 0 Only for F3000, 174=0, 45 reagent position. 174=1, 90 reagent

positions.

175 0 175=0, 60 sample position. 175=1, 90 sample positions.

Note: (Old type)round syringe---firmware as “LXX series” or “ KxxS6 series”

Old type Data for syringe: M1 is 108, M0.5 syringe is 210, M2 is 54, M4 is 27.

(New type) square syringe---firmware as “ KxxS7 series”

New type Data for syringe: M2 is 85, M4 is 40.

177 F1020, F1000 syringe(M2), F3000 reagent syringe(M4), F4060

R1 syringe(M4)
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178 F3000, F4060 sample syringe (M1) or (M0.5) old type syringe

F3000, F4060 sample syringe (M2) New type syringe

179 F4060 R2 syringe(M4)

Warning: A. You must keep the firmware is for the syringe, otherwise will damage

the syringe & main board.

B. The new square syringe M4 has the fat white pole, the diameter is 10mm

M2 has the thin white pole, the diameter is 5 mm.

180 F1020,F1000, F3000, F4060 R1-----syringe speed, usually is “2”

181 F3000, F4060 sample syringe speed, usually is “3”

182 F4060 R2 syringe speed, usually is “2”

Note: 1=quick, 2=normal, 3= slow, 4= little slow, 5= very slow

184 Sample dispensing compensation, the factory is “0”, range is 0-255.

If data is 210, then compensation is 2.10ul.

185 Mixing time for mixer, the factory is “ 140”, range is 0-255.

If data is 210, then the mixing time is 2.10 seconds.

186 The withdrawing time of washing arm. The factory is “80”, range is

0-255.

If data is 210, then the withdrawing time is 2.10 seconds.

187 The washing time for mixer, the factory is “140”, range is 0-255.

If data is 210, the washing time is 2.10 seconds.

188 The washing time for R1 needle, the factory is “180”, range is 0-255.

If data is 210, the washing time is 2.10 seconds.

189 The washing time for R2 needle, the factory is “180”, range is 0-255.
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If data is 210, the washing time is 2.10 seconds.

190 The washing time for sample needle, the factory is “120”, range is 0-255.

If data is 210, the washing time is 2.10 seconds.

191 Only for 1020, the mixing times of sample needle in the cuvettes, the

default is 2, range is 0-7.

192 Only for 1020, the mixing depth of needle in the cuvettes, the default is

135, range is 0-135.

193 When testing, you can delay the washing of cuvettes. Data as “0” means

normal washing, Data as “121” means no wash during test, data as “2”

means you will delay 2 cuvettes to wash.(range 0-120)

194 Mixer motor, the rotation speed, the data is bigger, the rotation is fast.

(Range :4-6)

197 The injection times of washing arm when initialize the instrument.

(range 0-20)

198 The height of washing arm when inject water to the cuvette

Reaction tray adjusts as “1”, the data range is 0-200, the default is 135, the

data bigger, the washing arm will lift higer.

Reaction tray adjusts as “2”, the data range is 0-180, the default is 160, the

data bigger, the washing arm will lift higer.

Reaction tray adjusts as “3”, the data range is any.
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The Temperature Adjustment of Reaction tray

If the temperature of Reaction tray is beyond 37℃, we can make small adjustment through software,

the range is ±5℃. Plz do it as following:

1. “Service and adjust”--Parts testing—click ” get temperature” you can get the present

“showing temperature” of the reaction tray.

--

2. the defaulted data on the left usually is 0.0℃, if you click ”adjust“ now, it has no effect to the

temperature control. If you want to do small adjustment, you can fill with the correction value of

the “showing temperature“ which you expected. For example, now the showing temperature is

37.1℃, you can change it to 39.2℃ through other ways. If you want to show it as 39.2℃, you

need to fill the correction value as 2.1℃, then click “adjust” to show the temperature as 39.2℃,

meantime the temperature control line of the instrument inside will adjust automatically close to

37℃ according to the showing temperature value, after a while, the temperature of reaction

tray will be showed as 37℃ again.

3. After you adjust, you need to change the data back to 0.0℃ in the frame, to avoid the

mistake of click the “adjust” button(it will adjust the temperature wrongly)
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Pump connection charter

Model 1020
A1----B1 pump for washing arm
A2----B2 injection pump for sample needle and washing hole
A3----B3 pump for 3 needles of washing arm
A4----B4 pump for 1 needle of washing arm
A5 null
A6----B6 pump for waste tank
A7--- B7 pump valve
A8 null
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Main Board Type 1

NOTE：
a) Test point 1, each wavelength value between 0.3-2.0V, can be adjust by the fiber
position.
b) Don’t block the light, check the electronic Adjust 1, measure the test point 2, to 3V.
c) Block the light, electronic Adjust 2, measure the test point 2, to 0.002V.
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Problem shooting

1． Unable to turn on the instrument
a. Check the outside power supply and plugs
b. Check fuse
c. Instrument power damage, contact with supplier

2． Unable to turn on the PC
a. Check the outside power supply and plugs
b. Check if the monitor is open
c. Contact with the PC supplier. If need to re-install the software of biochemistry analyzer, please

contact with the instrument supplier.
3． Unable to connect instrument& PC

a. Check the communication wire between instrument and PC is connected well or not.
b. Check if the port isolator is damaged or not. Please disconnect the port isolator, and connect the

instrument and PC directly.
c. Re-start the instrument & PC, connect again.
d. If you have spare RS232 wire, please change it.
e. Contact with the supplier.

4． No water during initialization, wash unit no water too
a. Check if the distilled water connect well, if empty please fill the water.
b. Please check if the water tube inside of the water, no floating.
c. Check if the IN water connector is loose.
d. Pump damage or the circuit problem., please connect with supplier.

5．Washing unit cant dispense the water or overflow
a. If only one of the needles can’t dispense or overflow, please check if this needle sucked, you can

dredge it with small needle. Check if the connected tubes loose or not. Check if the connectors
sucked or leak.

b. If several needles can’t dispense or overflow in the same time, you shall check the pump tubes
loose or sucked.

c. If the tube and connectors are fine, it shall be the pump problem or the circuit problem, please call
the supplier.

6． N-taken sample or reagent
a. Distilled water finished.
b. The sampling needle sucked, please dredge it by manual.
c. The tubes connect with the needle loose or sucked, please check them till works well.
d. The valve damage, please ask for change.
e. Syringe leak, please ask for change the seal of syringe.
f. The control circuit board damage, please call the supplier.

7． Liquid sensor not ok
a. The instrument grounding well or not. Keep the Instrument and PC using the same grounding.
b. Open the cooling power when checking.
c. The yellow wire which connect the needle & liquid sensor board is not connected well.
d. Bubbles inside of the whole sampling tubes.
e. The liquid sensor board didn’t adjust to the best sensitivity position, you can change to the lower or

higher sensitivity position to test.
f. The liquid sensor board broken, please call the supplier.
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8．Mechanical parts moving problem
a. Please checking the moving part if any screw loose.
b. Call the supplier

9． Result not ok
a. Check if the distilled water finished.
b. Check if the reagent put in the right position and if enough for test
c. Check if the blood put in the right position and if enough for test
d. Check if the reaction curve has problem
e. Check if the needles dispensed well
f. Check if the pumps working fine.
g. Check if the reaction cuvette has big scratch, it’s better to change the cuvette to test.
h. If the results of single item not ok, please change the reagents and test.
i. If the single patients test not ok, please test this sample again.
j. If all the items has problem, please check if the light source is ok, A/D value is ok. Or change the

lamp to test.
k. Call the supplier

10． Needle crash
a. Check if the moving part are ok, initialization is ok or not.
b. Check if the reagent or sample put well or not.
c. If the needle bent, you can make it right by hand, then test again.
d. If the needle broken, please call the supplier.

11．The software can’t open or showing mistake.
a. Please recover software from the copy and try again.
b. Call the supplier.

12． Reaction curve not correct
a. Please cal the engineer to analyzer the problem.
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Maintenance

 Daily Maintenance
1、 Fill the distilled water and empty the waste barrel.
2、Check if the needle position correct, check if the needle sucked.
3、Check if the washing hole is sucked.

 Weekly Maintenance
1.Clean the needle with degetergent.
2.Clean the instrument covers
---Using anchol to clean the needle tip, don’t suck the needle or sticked on the
outside of needle .

---Don’t touch the needle arm by hand, if the arm is dirty,please use paper to clean
it.
3.Reagent tray clean, ifthe cooling is on, please cleanthewater inside of reagent
tray after you turn off the instrument.

 Six month maintenance
1、Check if the lamp is ok or need to change
2、Check if the pump is working fine.
3、Check if the syringe is leak, if necessary need to change the seal or the whole

syringe.
4、Check if the tubes become yellow or black, change the whole tubes if

necessary.

--Check if the needle dispense well.
---Check if the washing arm dispense well.
---When add the water, if the tube water in and out well.
---After wash, please take the cuvette out to see if clean well.

 Yearly Maintenance
1、Check if the power supply normal, grounding connection is ok.
2、Mechanical arms maintenace.(oiled)
3、Tube change.
4、Moving part position adjustment.

 Without the washing unit, the washing procedure for cuvettes.
1. Prepare sodium hypochlorite liquid (concentration as 0.525%)
2. Prepare 3 barrels for washing the cuvettes. No.1 as thimerosal, No.2 &3 as

distilled water.
3. Pour out the liquid inside of the cuvette, avoid the virus spread.
4. Clean the cuvette by flowing water at least 3 times.
5. Then put in to No.1 barrel(sodium hypochlorite thimerosal) for 10-30 mins.
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6. Then clean the cuvette by flowing water at least 3 times again.。
7. Put those cuvette to No.2 barrel with distilled water for 10-30 mins.。
8. The cuvette in No. 2 barrel shall put in and take out at least 3 times.。
9. Then put to No.3 barrel distilled water for 10-30 mins again. 。
10. The cuvettes in No. 3 barrels shall put in and take out at least 3 times too. After

clean it, please dry the water drops by hand.
11. Put the cuvettes in convert position, on the clean shelf till dry automatically.。
12. Can’t heat the cuvette by other method, or will effect the quality.\。

The cuvettes shall be re-tested ok then can continue to used after tested more
than 150 times!

 Spare change

1、 Lamp change
Usually You shall change the lamp every 6 months or 1500 hrs.
 Open the back panel, be careful with the Fan wires and other wires.
 Take the lamp cover
 Change the old lamp, replace the new one, fixed the connector well.
 Put the lamp cover and back panel well.
！！！You shall change it till the old lamp is cooling well to avoid the heat damage.

2、 Syringe change
 Open the back panel, be careful with the Fan wires and other wires.
 Change the seal for the syringe or the whole syringe, fix the screws well.
 Put the back panel and the wires well.

3、 Needle change
 Take the cover of needle arm away gently
 Loose the needle screw
 Change a new needle, and fixed well.
 Go to the adjustment part to confirm all the needle positions.
 Put the needle cover well.
！！！The needle position must put well, or will damage the new needle again!
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